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Three-way total - a bet on the number of effective actions of both teams.
Read more about what total is here: The value of total in bets: what is Over and

 Under, examples of calculation in football and other sports
You can also place a more careful 3way bet on more than 2.
This is the difference between such bets and bets on the usual total, where you 

can bet TB 3 or TM 3 and get a refund with three goals.
00 for profit on the distance, it is enough to guess about 25-30% of the bets.
In bets on 3way more or less, the odds are lower, so it is important to minimize

 the number of losses.
 If one of the team scored more than three goals in at least 25% of matches of t

he season, do not bet on the exact number of goals
 Take a three-way total under 3
digit in the score meaning in football betting.
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